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The task of programming a quantum computer is just as strange as quantum mechanics itself.
But it now looks like a simple 3D puzzle may be the future tool of quantum software engineers.
This is an article that appeared in the Fall 2016 issue of ACM-XRDS. The reference list in
this arXiv version has been expanded.
I. INTRODUCTION
Andrew Steane, one of the pioneers of quantum
computing, once reportedly quipped,
A quantum computer is an error correction
machine - computation is just a byproduct.
Steane provides an extremely apt description of
how any large-scale active quantum technology will
ultimately behave. Quantum information processing
suffers from two disadvantages; controllable quantum
bits, or qubits, are extremely susceptible to noise from
bad control or the external environment, and quantum
algorithms are, by nature, exceedingly sensitive to
errors. Even a single error during the execution of an
algorithm can lead to essentially random output.
Hence, Quantum Error Correction (QEC) was quickly
recognized as a necessity for any commercially viable
computational or communications protocol, and the
theoretical development of error correction techniques
is as old as the first architectural models for quantum
computers [1–4]. Developed in the mid 1990’s by
researchers such as Peter Shor, Andrew Steane, Alexei
Kitaev, Daniel Gottesman and Robert Calderbank [5–9],
QEC, when combined with the principle of fault-tolerant
quantum computation [10–17], leads to arguably the
most important theoretical result in quantum comput-
ing: the threshold theorem [18].
A quantum computation of arbitrary size can be
completed successfully with faulty qubits, with a
polylogarithmic resource overhead, provided that
the physical error rate associated with each qubit
and logic gate is below a maximum value, dubbed
the fault-tolerant threshold.
What this theorem is basically saying is that pro-
vided the error experienced by each qubit is below
a certain value (the threshold), error correction will
correct more errors than it introduces and a computa-
tion, no matter how large, will always be error free by
introducing extra qubits.
The value of the fault-tolerant threshold is deter-
mined by many factors - the QEC code utilized, the
way error correction codes are constructed, and any
physical restrictions of the quantum hardware such as
if qubits can be coupled together arbitrarily or are in-
teractions restricted to a fixed geometry [19–29]. Ini-
tial estimates were very unfavorable, with thresholds for
the Steane code and others of the order of 0.01% or
lower [12, 15, 18, 19, 30]. However, this has improved
dramatically with the development of topological mod-
els of QE. These exhibit fault-tolerant thresholds ap-
proaching 1% for models such as the surface code [31–
35], and Raussendorf code [36–38]. These codes are
also much more amenable to physical implementation as
they are defined on a two-dimensional (surface code) or
three-dimensional (Raussendorf code) array of nearest-
neighbor interacting qubits.
The high fault-tolerant threshold, the nearest-
neighbour nature of these topological codes, and the
way in which quantum algorithms are implemented have
resulted in them becoming the preferred technique for
large-scale quantum computing architectures [39–50].
Essentially all major physical system are now targeting
either the surface code or Raussendorf code for their ar-
chitectures, and physical systems such as Ion Traps and
Superconducting qubits are now demonstrating gate and
qubit error rates either at, or below, the fault-tolerant
threshold [51, 52]. It is becoming increasingly probable
that a functional, commercial quantum computing sys-
tem will be build using topological QEC as the funda-
mental computational model.
In Ref.[53], Paler, Fowler and Wille have compiled a
review that details how both computation and error cor-
rection is performed in these models. This article contin-
ues from this review and will examine both the structure
of a topological quantum circuit and how these circuits
will ultimately be optimised and implemented on a real
world quantum computer.
II. TOPOLOGY: COFFFEE CUPS AND
DOUGHNUTS
Topology, unsurprisingly, plays a crucial role in the
function and operation of topological quantum error cor-
rection. As with essentially all QEC codes that are con-
sidered implementable on large-scale hardware, topolog-
ical quantum codes are defined in terms of stabiliser op-
erators [54]. A quantum state |ψ〉 is stabilized by an
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2operator K, such that K|ψ〉 = |ψ〉. A topological quan-
tum code is defined by a set of these operators, which
are defined locally. That is, they are defined over a small
group of qubits that are nearby to each other[15]. How-
ever, the encoded state defined by these operators have
certain global properties. Logical operations, those that
define the encoded qubit state, are defined with respect
to the entire state - they cannot be defined locally. This
is the essential nature of a topological code. Individual
stabilizers that are used to perform error correction are
defined locally, while logical information is defined glob-
ally.
As summarized in Ref. [53], a two-dimensional lattice
of qubits (for the surface code), or a three-dimensional
lattice of qubits (for the Raussendorf code) defines a
unique quantum state [33, 38]. The eigenvalues of each
of the stabilizers associated with the lattices are mea-
sured in order to detect and correct for quantum errors
that can occur due to imperfect physical qubits and gates
[55–58]. Information is encoded into this lattice through
the creation of holes, or defects. Defects are regions of
the lattice that have been deactivated by having qubits
in these regions removed. By removing qubits, or deac-
tivating certain parts of the lattice, degrees of freedom
are introduced into the quantum state that can be used
to store and manipulate information which is protected
from errors due to the properties of the remaining lattice,
which is called the bulk.
Interactions (quantum gates) in this model are enacted
through an operation called braiding. Braiding is where
defects are perturbed such that they move through the
lattice as it evolves in time, and wrap around each other
like a tangled ball of string [33, 59, 60]. An example of a
large topological circuit that enacts a set of logical gates
on encoded qubits, in a fault-tolerant way, is illustrated
in Figure 3. The spatial cross section is illustrated, as
well as the temporal axis. The spatial cross section de-
fines the number of qubits used in the surface code while
the temporal axis defines how defects are created and ma-
nipulated over time [61]. In the Raussendorf model, all
three dimensions of the lattice consist of physical qubits
which are sequentially measured along the temporal axis.
Measurements are used to define and manipulate the de-
fects through teleportation along this temporal axis of
the Raussendorf code.
These structures are topological in nature and, hence,
standard definitions of topology apply. The nature of
a topological space is that it is preserved through op-
erations known as continuous deformation. Continuous
deformation is where a structure is stretched or bent
without being cut or glued together at any point. The
quintessential example of this is the topological equiva-
lence between a coffee cup and a donut shown in Figure
1a. Simply by stretching and bending, the coffee cup can
be converted to a donut and vice versa. As each structure
has only a single hole, they are topologically equivalent.
A qualtum program is therefore, literally, defined and
described by a puzzle and this puzzle can be shaped,
stretched and molded to change the physical resources
needed by a quantum program without changing the pro-
gram itself [59].
III. MEASURING AND BENCHMARKING
QUANTUM CIRCUITS
In order to derive relevant metrics when constructing,
compiling, and optimizing topologically error-corrected
circuits we need to understand how a circuit relates to the
number of qubits and the physical computational time
when they are implemented [61]. Regardless of whether
we are talking about the Surface code or the Raussendorf
lattice, the relationship between a topological circuit and
physical resources is identical. The fundamental unit of
measure is illustrated in Figure 1b. A plumbing piece of a
topological quantum circuit is a three-dimensional cubi-
cal volume that has an edge length related to the desired
strength of the underlying quantum code. For a distance
d code (sufficient to correct upto t = (d − 1)/2 errors),
this plumbing piece has an edge length containing 5d/4
plaquette cells for the surface code),or 5d/4 cells in the
Raussendorf lattice. At the centre of this plumbing piece
is the defect, which has a circumference of d plaquettes.
Figure 1b illustrates an example for d = 4. The plumb-
ing piece gives a scale independent factor to allow us to
measure topological quantum circuits without having to
specify the strength of the underlying error correction
[62, 63].
Using topological circuit volumes in terms of plumbing
pieces allows us to directly calculate the total number of
qubits and computational time. For the surface code,
the plumbing piece requires a total of Q = 25d2/4 +
5d + 1 qubits and T = 5d/4 steps. Each step is defined
as a syndrome extraction circuit for both bit-errors and
phase-errors. For the Raussendorf lattice, a plumbing
piece requires a total of Q = 6d3 + 9d2 + 3d qubits. For
a larger topological circuit, we can use their volume to
first calculate the required strength of error correction d
to ensure no logical errors occur during implementation,
and then calculate the total number of resources needed
by converting the volume to physical qubit numbers and
computational time.
This method of designing quantum programs is very
useful as we do not need to redesign anything about the
actual quantum hardware when we change the quantum
program. We just need to make sure we have enough
qubits to do the job.
IV. CONSTRUCTING AND COMPILING
INITIAL TOPOLOGICAL CIRCUITS
Before a given computation can be suitably optimized
in the topological formalism, quantum circuits need to
be compiled and constructed from the original algorith-
mic specification [64–66]. Figure 2 illustrates the broad
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Figure 1: How to optimise topological quantum circuits. Figure a. represents the topological equivalency of a coffee cup
and a donut. Figure b. illustrates a plumbing piece, the basic unit of measure for a topological quantum circuit. Increasing the
error correction code required more physical qubits for each pluming piece. Figure c. Topological deformation can be used to
reduce the volume, and hence physical resources, without changing its information processing properties.
4structure of the compilation stack needed for an arbitrary
algorithm. The stack is partitioned into several stages;
Algorithm to Circuit: A quantum circuit, consisting
of single, two and three qubit gate primitives, is de-
rived from the abstract algorithm. This circuit can be
optimized for depth, and/or number of qubits [68–72].
Circuit to fault-tolerant primitives: The abstract circuit
is further decomposed into gate sets that have well de-
fined fault-tolerant implementations in the topological
code. Again, optimizations can occur at this level [73–78]
Fault-tolerant circuit to ICM form: The circuit consist-
ing of fault-tolerant gate primitives is then converted to a
form called Initialization, Controlled-Not, Measurement
(ICM). This allows us to build in appropriate auxiliary
protocols needed before explicitly converting them to a
topological implementation [79]. Canonical Topological
Form: Once written in ICM form, the circuit can be
converted to an unoptimized canonical form in the topo-
logical model, prior to further resource optimization [80].
The conversion of a higher level circuit to a canon-
ical topological form is a complicated but well defined
process, and researchers have designed several software
packages to perform this task.
In Figure 3 we illustrate several examples of a canon-
ical topological form and the quantum circuits they are
derived from [81, 82]. Each of the circuits shown are
known as magic state distillation circuits [83] and are
used to enact certain gates that require high-fidelity an-
cillary states. Each of these circuits have a corresponding
volume and, hence, can be used to estimate physical re-
sources.
V. TOPOLOGICAL OPTIMISATION
The next crucial step in the design stack for error-
corrected quantum circuits is topological optimization
[59]. This also happens to be the most underdeveloped
area of the stack. Almost all other elements have been
completely understood or are being heavily researched,
including efficient methods for circuit construction and
optimization, and fault-tolerance. Although it has re-
ceived little attention, there are strong reasons to believe
that topological optimization may result in some of the
largest resource savings if implemented well [62, 63].
The basic principal is illustrated in Figure 1c. The
canonical circuit begins with a volume of V = 192 plumb-
ing pieces, and in the same way as a coffee cup can be
deformed topologically into a donut, we can slowly com-
pact the physical three dimensional volume of the circuit
without altering its computational function. There are
some additional rules not related to continuous defor-
mation, and unique to the computational model, one of
which is called bridging, that can be used to reduce the
physical volume of a topological circuit significantly [62].
After many steps (not illustrated), the final volume of the
topological circuit is reduced to V = 18 - over an order
of magnitude smaller than the original canonical form.
This amount of optimization is indeed significant. For
a surface code quantum computer, the number of qubits
required for implementation can be reduced by orders of
magnitude by simply compressing these structures. How-
ever, two theoretical questions still remain unanswered.
The first is to provide a lower bound, or exact defini-
tion for optimality, for a topological circuit. While we
can compress, we do not have a condition for optimal-
ity given the original circuit specification. The second
question concerns the classical complexity of the algo-
rithm required to find this optimal solution. While this
problem does appear closely related to the three dimen-
sional bin packing problem [84], which is known to fall
into the complexity class of NP-Hard, there are small
differences in the topological QEC model that may im-
ply that these two problems do not directly map on to
each other. It is still possible that the optimization of
topological quantum circuits may be provably classically
efficient to calculate.
Circuits that have been currency compacted have been
done so manually. This is obviously not a viable approach
for large-scale implementations of error-corrected quan-
tum algorithms. There have been very small steps to try
and build automated topological optimization packages
[59], but these have, so far, only illustrated the poten-
tial difficulties in creating the required software. Being
able to optimize even moderately large quantum circuits
will not be possible without automated software, and it
appears as though techniques in machine learning and ar-
tificial Intelligence may be required to provide resource
efficient solutions.
VI. MEQUANICS: THE QUANTUM
COMPUTER GAME
The approach that we recently took to address this
problem was inspired by projects in the biological sci-
ences [85, 86] that attempt to solve scientifically useful
but difficult problems by utilizing the computing capac-
ity of the general public. This technique, sometimes re-
ferred to as Citizen Science, was pioneered by projects
such as FoldIt (which aimed to find the three-dimensional
structure of biological proteins given their constituent se-
quence of amino acids), and Eyewire (designed to map
neural connections in the retina) and has achieved signif-
icant success.
Given the relatively simple 3D puzzle structure of topo-
logical quantum circuits, and the simple success met-
ric of minimal physical volume, we have tried the same
approach. An initial prototype of a platform we have
dubbed meQuanics [www.mequanics.com.au], designed
to convert the topological optimization problem into a
simple 3D puzzle game, has been released online. De-
signed for touch-based platforms such as smartphones
and tablet devices, meQuanics creates an online social
media environment where the general public can com-
pete and collaborate to find small volume solutions to
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Figure 2: Offline compilation and optimisation stack [67]. The conversion of a abstract high level quantum algorithm
to an unoptimised topological form. What is addressed in this review is the third level which corresponds to topologically
compacting a given circuit specification prior to hardware implementation.
various quantum sub-circuits that are critical for large-
scale quantum computation.
While it is conceivable that users can derive compact
solutions that are significantly smaller than solutions we
currently have, the primary goal is not the solutions but
rather the process individual players use to generate these
solutions. It is well known within the machine learning
and AI community that the success of these techniques
requires a database of information that the machine sys-
tem can use to learn. While for many problems there
is an existing database of material that can be utilized
(such as the AlphaGo platform of the DeepMind project
at Google), for this particular problem there are, essen-
tially, no previous examples that we can use to train an
appropriate automated program.
While the prototyping stage has demonstrated proof-
of-principle client, there is still significant development
required. The most important goal is to create a game
that is competitive in the larger marketplace of mobile
and touch-based games. While the novelty of a game
that is very closely related to quantum computing devel-
opment may induce a large number of users to try it out,
long term retention of gamers is required to generate the
necessary data sets for the project to be successful.
Gameplay and social interaction in meQuanics is now
a major focus of development. The basic narrative is
that of an interstellar race, where each ship is powered
by a quantum computer. By minimizing the volume of
puzzles, players increase their speed and ultimately win
over other players working on the same problem. The
online interaction environment is being designed under
the assumption that each client continuously updates in-
formation to central servers informing us how players are
tackling problems. Individual players can take a continu-
ously expanding solution tree that begins from a specific
canonical circuit structure and either improve on other
players solutions, or backtrack and proceed down a dif-
ferent pathway that could lead to better solutions. Ele-
ments of the social media and gameplay environment are
illustrated in Figure 4.
VII. THE FUTURE
Future prospects on the software component of
large-scale quantum technologies is promising. Not only
is there a vast amount of unsolved problems that can
be addressed, even by researchers not heavily trained
in quantum physics, but the theoretical similarities
of essentially all major experimental hardware models
implies that software solutions are applicable to all
systems. This is now evident from the founding of four
private start-up companies, exclusively focused on the
software component of quantum technology: QxBranch
[www.qxbranch.com.au], 1Qbit [www.1Qbit.com]
QCware [www.qcware.com] and Cambridge Quantum
Computing [www.cambridgequantum.com]
While each element of the software compilation stack
has been addressed at some level, a functional quan-
tum computer will require a completely integrated set
of classical software compilation and optimization pack-
ages. The expertise of the classical software engineering
community will be vital to this. While physicists may be
the experts in building quantum hardware, efficient and
reliable software control will probably be developed by
those already well versed in the advanced techniques of
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Figure 3: Canonical topological quantum circuits. In each figure we illustrate a quantum circuit (written in the standard
pictorial form) and the corresponding, unoptimised topological quantum circuit. Each circuit can be measured in terms of
volume. The temporal axis is defined as the temporal evolution of this structure as the computation proceeds
classical software engineering. The fact that these prob-
lems are not intrinsically quantum in nature will make
it easier for those without explicit training in quantum
physics to get involved and make important contributions
in this arena.
Quantum information technology is currently experi-
encing a second renaissance in advancement and invest-
ment from both the public and private sectors. As such,
there is consensus amongst experts that it is no longer
a question of if a large-scale quantum computer can be
built, but when. The quantum revolution has the po-
tential to be as significant as the digital revolution of the
20th century, and there is now a worldwide race to be the
first to show a commercial advantage in deploying large-
scale computers, communication networks, sensors, and
other active quantum technology. We stand at the cusp
of an exciting new age in computing, with a significant
laundry list of problems to interest pioneers.
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Figure 4: Current assets for the prototype client of meQuanics. Here we show a current screenshot from the meQuanics
client [www.mequanics.com.au] and some digital assets that will be used for the final game client.
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